
Blown Up in Paradise: A Florida Keys Mystery
That Will Keep You on the Edge of Your Seat

Synopsis

When a bomb explodes on a charter boat in the Florida Keys, Sheriff Rick
Ballard and his team are called in to investigate. The boat was carrying a
group of tourists, and one person is killed in the blast. The rest of the
passengers are injured, and Ballard must race against time to find the
bomber before they strike again.
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Ballard and his team soon discover that the bombing was not a random act
of violence. The bomber had a specific target in mind, and they are
determined to kill again. Ballard must use all of his skills and resources to
track down the bomber and stop them before they can carry out their
deadly plan.
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Characters

Sheriff Rick Ballard: A veteran law enforcement officer with a deep
understanding of the Florida Keys.

Deputy Trina Morales: A young and ambitious detective who is eager
to prove herself.

Dr. Emily Carter: A forensic pathologist who helps Ballard investigate
the bombing.

Captain Jack Edwards: The owner of the charter boat that was
bombed.
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The passengers of the charter boat: A group of tourists who were on
the boat when it was bombed.

Setting

The novel is set in the Florida Keys, a chain of islands off the coast of
Florida. The Keys are a popular tourist destination, known for their beautiful
beaches, clear waters, and laid-back atmosphere.

The bombing takes place on a charter boat that is traveling from Key Largo
to Islamorada. The boat is carrying a group of tourists who are on a day trip
to the Keys.

Themes

The novel explores a number of themes, including:

The fragility of life: The bombing is a reminder that life can be taken
away in an instant.

The importance of justice: Ballard and his team are determined to
find the bomber and bring them to justice.

The power of community: The people of the Florida Keys come
together to support the victims of the bombing.

Reviews

"Blown Up in Paradise is a fast-paced and suspenseful mystery that will
keep you guessing until the very end." - Kirkus Reviews

"A well-crafted mystery with a cast of engaging characters and a setting
that is both beautiful and deadly." - Publishers Weekly



"Blown Up in Paradise is a must-read for fans of Florida Keys mysteries." -
Booklist

Free Download Your Copy Today

Blown Up in Paradise is available now in paperback and ebook formats.
Free Download your copy today and start reading this thrilling mystery!
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